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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate an application of the ontology driven methodology to develop trajectory simulations in a function-oriented style. We adopt a model based approach to software development, guided by the domain engineering process, to promote knowledge and software reuse. MATLAB Simulink® block definitions have been generated from the function specifications in the Trajectory Simulation Ontology, called TSONT. MATLAB implementations of the blocks have been generated from the DAVE-ML definitions of the functions, which are incorporated in TSONT. Finally, the simulation has been put together by manually connecting the blocks.

INTRODUCTION
Trajectory simulations involve the mathematical models of the behavior of a munition and its subsystems during their operation. They compute the flight path and flight parameters, such as orientation, and angular rates, of a munition from the start to the end of its motion (US Department of Defense 1995). There is a wide span of trajectory simulations differing widely with respect to their performance and fidelity characteristics, from simple point-mass simulations to six-seven degrees of freedom hardware-in-the-loop missile simulations. The requirements of a given trajectory simulation are derived from the objectives of the intended user, who might be interested in the analysis, development, procurement and operation of some munition.

From our observations, common practice is to develop trajectory simulations for each and every application again and again. When the complexity of the modeled systems and requirements of the simulation application are considered, the risk of failure in such projects is considered to be high. Moreover, the expenditure of intellectual labor to study similar problems of the same domain is a waste. Another concern is assuring the quality of the product of each development effort. Bear in mind that verification in a trajectory simulation project requires a great deal of effort due to the demand for experts’ time and flight data, which are both hard to obtain. Implementing a systematic software reuse will help make best use of past successful efforts. We propound an ontology based reuse infrastructure that will enable the trajectory simulation developer to reuse knowledge, design and code throughout the development cycle.

The ontology captures the essential knowledge in trajectory simulation domain and makes it available for reuse. Trajectory Simulation Ontology (TSONT) has been developed as the domain model of the reuse infrastructure (Durak et al. 2005, Durak et al. 2006a). Our ontology based reuse infrastructure uses domain engineering methodology, enhancing it with Model Driven Engineering (MDE) concepts. An earlier practice of this methodology was a six DOF object oriented trajectory simulation framework in MATLAB (Durak et al. 2006b). This model driven methodology helps us develop a trajectory simulation reuse infrastructure that aims to make domain knowledge and software reusable across a wide variety of trajectory simulation projects.

In this study, we utilize model transformation techniques to develop reusable code starting from the domain model, which is TSONT. A TSONT to Simulink® Blockset Definition conversion tool has been built. This tool was used to generate function block definitions. Then a Simulink® Blockset for Unguided Point Mass Trajectory Simulation, dubbed PANTHERA, was developed connecting these function block definitions.

Trajectory simulation domain involves mathematical models that account for some kind of behavior or some law. Capturing these models in a systematic way and representing them as an integrated part of the ontology...
is an important concern. At this juncture, the DAVE-ML effort of NASA for the benefit of flight modeling and simulation community has been leveraged (Jackson et al. 2004).

DAVE-ML (Dynamic Aerospace Vehicle Exchange Markup Language) is a proposed standard for the interchange of aerospace dynamic models. It is aimed to provide a programming language independent representation of aerodynamics, mass/inertia, propulsion and guidance, navigation and control laws of a vehicle. DAVE-ML, which is XML-based, relies on MathML as a means to describe mathematical relations. MathML is an XML-based language for describing mathematics for machine to machine communication. We take advantage of DAVE-ML to incorporate mathematical models into our ontology TSONT.

DAVETools is a DAVE-ML to Simulink® translator developed at NASA. It constructs Simulink® block diagrams from a DAVE-ML file. To exercise the ontology to executable simulation blocks concept, while developing PANTHERA, some of the block codes was automatically generated by using the DAVETools.

ONTOLOGY BASED FUNCTION ORIENTED REUSE SCENERIO

Ontologies and Domain Engineering

Experience in software reuse suggests that the success of reuse is related to the use of artifacts in the context of a domain, where a domain is defined as the area in which an organization does business (Favaro, 1995). The term reuse infrastructure refers to the collection of artifacts that is made available to the software developer. Developing a reuse infrastructure for a problem domain is the essence of domain engineering. Domain engineering comprises three fundamental processes: domain analysis, infrastructure specification, and infrastructure implementation (Falbo et al. 2002).

Domain analysis is the identification, acquisition and evolution of relevant information on a problem domain to be reused in software specification and construction (Arango 1989). The outcome of domain analysis is the domain model, which, in our case, is the trajectory simulation ontology TSONT. Infrastructure specification is the selection and organization of reusable information in the model to fit the patterns of reuse in the environment of the developer. The infrastructure specification, together with the knowledge captured by the domain model, is input to the infrastructure implementation step, which produces and tests the specified components.

Trajectory Simulation Ontology

TSONT (Trajectory Simulation ONTology) has been constructed in OWL (Antoniou and van Harmelen 2004) to serve as the domain model of trajectory simulation reuse infrastructure. The structure of TSONT is devised to render concept to implementation mapping amenable for reuse by trajectory simulation developers. It captures the concepts of trajectory simulation domain in terms of classes, the taxonomy of these classes, and the composition relations of these classes, where a class is defined as an implicit collection of individuals that belong together because they share some properties (W3C 2006). The functions that are used to compute a trajectory are also specified and related to classes in TSONT. Furthermore, dependencies among the functions are stipulated.

Figure 1 depicts a function definition from TSONT. Compute Aerodynamics Point Mass function is defined by its input and output variables in the ontology. Its implementation is given by referring to a DAVE-ML file. The parameter that starts with “in” associates the function with the input parameter which is also defined in TSONT with allValuesFrom restriction. This restriction entails that any implementation of Compute Aerodynamics functions for point mass trajectory simulations will require an atmosphere record. Same also applies to the properties that start with “out”, which associate the function with its output parameters. The implementation datatype property refers to the DAVE-ML file that contains the algorithm for that function. Datatype properties define the relations between instances of classes and RDF literals and XML Schema datatypes.

Incorporating DAVE-ML in TSONT

Any function defined in TSONT has an implementation property that refers to a DAVE-ML file that documents the mathematical mapping of inputs to outputs of the function. Below is a part of the Update Dynamics Model State and Derivatives 3DOF DAVE-ML.

\[
\ddot{y} = \frac{F_d + F_G}{\text{mass}}
\]
DAVE-ML enables its user to express mathematical relations between input and output parameters using MathML (AIAA Simulation Standards Working Group, 2004). Above is the definition of an output parameter in DAVE-ML. The \( yddot \), the second derivative of displacement along y-axis, is dependent on aerodynamic and gravitational forces in y-axis and mass, as described by the mathematical relation given in Equation (1).
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Function Oriented Reuse Scenario

Function oriented programming relies on decomposing a system into a set of interacting functions with a centralized system state shared by these functions (Sommerville 1995). Although MATLAB Simulink® supports other paradigms as well (Lee 2003), in this study, we used it in a function oriented fashion and developed a function oriented blockset. Being the domain model of the infrastructure, TSONT was our starting point. By using the tool (TSONT2SIM), the functions in the trajectory simulation domain are converted to Simulink® block definitions.

As shown in Figure 2, after the ontology to Simulink® transformation, which will be presented in the succeeding section, a set of blocks are selected from the collection of all function blocks. Design process focuses on connecting the selected function blocks to accomplish a task or build a new function in the functional hierarchy.

A block can be implemented either by automatically generating block code from DAVE-ML files or by coding it manually. In this study, we did both as we developed PANTHERA - Point Mass Unguided Trajectory Simulation MATLAB Simulink® Blockset. The PANTHERA reuse infrastructure was then used to develop simulations, such as TIGER and JAGUAR.

AUTOMATED TRANSFORMATION FROM TSONT TO SIMULINK®

MATLAB built in commands are used to generate Simulink® blocks from the ontology, which is in OWL. First, TSONT file is read into an OWLModel object of Protégé. Then, TSONT is parsed to extract the OWL classes that define the functions of the trajectory simulation domain. Protégé OWL API is used to parse the OWL file. As we parsed the ontology, we generated a MATLAB script that would construct the Simulink® blocks when interpreted (MathWorks 2007).

The Protégé-OWL API, offers many facilities to analyze the structure of the ontology (Knublauch 2006). It is being developed as an open-source Java library for OWL and RDF(S). It provides classes and methods to load and save OWL ontologies. It enables the programmer to query and manipulate OWL data models, and to perform reasoning based on Description Logic engines.

Every OWL class in the ontology has allValuesFrom restrictions on some of their properties. To specify the input and output ports of Embedded MATLAB functions these allValuesFrom restrictions are used. The properties that have allValuesFrom restrictions are
separated into two. The properties whose name starts with an “in” prefix become an input port and the ones whose name starts with an “out” become an output port.

Trajectory Simulation functions are organized in TSONT as an inheritance tree. The classes that correspond to Embedded MATLAB Functions are the leaf classes in the class tree of the TSONT. The root classes, from which the leaf classes are inherited from, are used to structure the subsystems in the blockset generated.

To generate MATLAB Simulink® blocks, a MATLAB script is formed. Basically, the `add_block` built-in function is used to add blocks, ports and subsystems into the systems. The `delete_block` and `delete_line` are used to delete the unnecessary components that are automatically generated by MATLAB for housekeeping purposes when a Subsystem or User Defined MATLAB Function is added to the system. The generation of the MDL file (MATLAB file format for Simulink/Stateflow diagrams), which is actually a collection of Simulink® blocks, is done by running the MATLAB script. A sample set of generated MATLAB Simulink® blocks and subsystems is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3 Examples of Automatically Generated MATLAB Blocks and Subsystems](image)

**PANTHERA**

Simulink® Blockset for Unguided Point Mass Trajectory Simulation, dubbed PANTHERA, has been developed using Simulink® function block definitions automatically generated by our TSONT-to-Simulink® Transformation Tool. PANTHERA aims to be a reusable collection of Simulink® blocks for unguided point mass simulations. So a subset of Simulink® function block definitions is automatically generated. The implementation of blocks are either coded manually, or generated by DAVETools automatically provided that a DAVE-ML reference is available in TSONT. Since the constructs that are either manually coded or automatically generated are Simulink® blocks, we experienced no difficulty in integrating them. One of the generated blocks and its DAVETools generated implementation are presented below in Figure 4.

![Figure 4 A Block Generated Using DAVETools](image)

Three groups of subsystems have been developed for PANTHERA. The first group consists of subsystems that contain blocks to read simulation parameters. For example, Get Physicals is one of them. The second group contains blocks that carry out basic trajectory simulation computations, such as computing gravitational force. The last group contains subsystems for some high level functions that use the other two groups to accomplish their tasks. For example, Compute Phase Trajectory is one of them. Figure 5 depicts below PANTHERA with the mentioned groups.

![Figure 5 PANTHERA with Groups](image)
Two different mortar simulations, dubbed TIGER and JAGUAR, have been developed using PANTHERA. Both are point mass trajectory simulations based on 81mm mortar data. They differ by means of the blocks used to construct them. While TIGER was developed using the upper most block Compute Trajectory, sub functional blocks were used to develop JAGUAR. Figure 6 below is the result of a sample run of TIGER. With the development of TIGER and JAGUAR this exercise leads us to a process starting from ontology to executable simulation employing model transformation tools and technologies.

CONCLUSION

This exercise aimed to demonstrate the applicability of the ontology driven, model-based methodology to develop trajectory simulations in a function-oriented style. To generate MATLAB Simulink® block definitions from the function specifications in TSONT, a transformation tool has been built. Outputs of this tool are used to develop a Simulink® blockset for point mass trajectory simulations. On the application engineering front, two trajectory simulations have been built using this blockset. Thus, domain knowledge captured in an ontology can be transformed to an executable simulation by making use of some automated means.

The challenge of this exercise was to make the concepts of model driven engineering work for a simulation domain in the context of a reuse infrastructure. We make use of Protégé OWL API to render the OWL constructs and create Simulink® constructs. While developing this tool, meta-level matching of OWL and Simulink® constructs are hard coded. So the tool that was built for this exercise was specific to TSONT. Building a tool that will enable to define transformations from any ontology to Simulink® blocks can be regarded as the next challenge, which should be doable using state-of-the-art metaprogramming tools. These efforts are believed to build up mature methodologies to produce simulations from domain models.
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